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The problem of Coulomb breakup in the sattering of a two-body loosely bound projetile by
a heavy target is addressed. A basis of transformed harmoni osillator (THO) wave funtions is
used to disretize the projetile ontinuum and to diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the two-body
system. Results for the reation
8
B+
58
Ni at suboulomb energies are presented. Comparison
of dierent observables with those obtained with the standard Continuum Disretized Coupled-
Channels (CDCC) method shows good agreement between both approahes.
PACS numbers: 24.10.-i, 24.10.Eq., 25.10.+s, 25.45.De, 25.60.G
The ollision of a weakly bound system with a tar-
get represents a hallenging and interesting problem in
quantum physis, inluding atomi, moleular and nu-
lear physis. A proper understanding of the proess re-
quires an appropriate treatment of the unbound part of
the spetrum of the loosely bound system. In nulear
ollisions, the problem was rst addressed in the ontext
of deuteron sattering. One of the rst suessful ap-
proahes to this problem was the Continuum Disretized
Coupled-Channels (CDCC) method, rstly introdued
by Rawitsher [1℄, and later developed and employed by
other groups [2, 3, 4℄. Within the CDCC method, the
reation proess of a loosely two-body projetile and a
heavy strutureless target is treated within a three-body
piture. The idea of the method is to represent the on-
tinuum part of the two-body projetile spetrum by a
nite set of square integrable states. To this end, the
ontinuum is divided into a nite set of energy inter-
vals. For eah interval, or bin, a representative funtion
is onstruted by superposition of true sattering wave
funtions within that interval. By onstrution, the set of
funtions obtained in this way are normalizable and mu-
tually orthogonal. By projeting the Shrödinger equa-
tion onto the bound and bin wave funtions, a set of
oupled equations is obtained. The method has been ex-
tremely suessful and is a reliable referene for any other
alternative method. In spite of this, it has been riti-
ized by some authors due to the apparent arbitrariness
in the denition of the ontinuum bins [5℄. Furthermore,
the generalization of the method to treat the three-body
ontinuum is not obvious.
As an alternative to the binning proedure, other
methods have been used to represent the ontinuum spe-
trum of a two-body system by a disrete and nite set of
square integrable, or L2, states suh as Laguerre [6, 7℄ or
Gaussian [8, 9℄ funtions. A family of these states, usu-
ally alled pseudostates, is used to diagonalize the Hamil-
tonian of the two-body system. The resulting eigen-
states are then used within the CDCC alulation in
exatly the same way as the ontinuum bins. In this
ontext, a new basis suitable for ontinuum disretiza-
tion has been proposed and applied to the sattering of
two-body omposite systems in a series of reent works
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄. The method generates a dis-
rete representation of the ontinuum spetrum starting
from the ground state wave funtion, whih is the only
needed input. A loal sale point transformation (LST)
[16, 17℄ that transforms this funtion into the harmoni
osillator ground state wave funtion is dened. One
the LST is obtained, the inverse transformation produes
from the harmoni osillator states the wave funtions
that represent the ontinuum (and other bound states
if they exist) of the two-body system. The orrespond-
ing pseudostate set is known as the Transformed Har-
moni Osillator (THO) basis. The method was rst de-
veloped in Ref. [10℄ for simple one dimensional problems
and later extended in order to hek its appliability and
limitations [11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄. In partiular, in [12℄ it
was shown that the ombination of the THO disretiza-
tion method with the oupled hannels tehnique, named
CDCC-THO, an be useful to desribe ontinuum eets
in nulear ollisions. In [12℄, several restritions were im-
posed for the sake of simpliity: the deuteron was taken
to be a pure s-state, the eet of Coulomb breakup was
negleted, and the nulear interation of the proton and
the neutron with the target was aepted to indue the
oupling just to s-wave breakup states. Moreover, the
deuteron ground state was represented by an analytial
wave funtion. Within this simplied senario, it was
shown that the method was in exellent agreement with
the standard CDCC method.
In this work we apply the CDCC-THO method to the
reation
8
B+
58
Ni at 25.8 MeV, in whih the
8
B pro-
jetile is modelled as a weakly bound two-body system,
proton+
7
Be. This reation has been extensively analyzed
within the standard CDCC formalism [18, 19℄ and the
CDCC with a Gaussian basis [20℄. The motivations of
this work are the following. First we would like to show
that the method an be equally implemented in the usual
situation in whih the ground state of the system is not
known analytially but is alulated numerially. Se-
ond, we aim to show that the method an be generalized
in a straightforward way to desribe the ontinuum part
of the spetrum for arbitrary partial waves. Sine the
8
B
2ground state orresponds mainly to a p−wave ongura-
tion, the THO method provides a disrete representation
for the ℓ = 1 ontinuum. We will show below, however,
that it an be easily extended to generate also a rep-
resentation for the ℓ = 0 ontinuum. Finally, we will
show that, despite the nite extension and exponential
asymptoti behaviour of the THO basis, these states are
suitable to desribe situations dominated by long range
interations, suh as the dipole Coulomb ouplings aris-
ing in ollisions of a loosely bound projetile by heavy
ions.
For that purpose, we rst present a brief review of the
the basi formulation of the THO method and desribe
how it an be extended to dierent ontinuum ongura-
tions. Then, we present alulations, in whih the THO
wave funtions are used for a oupled hannels alulation
(CDCC-THO), to show the onvergene of the method
for several magnitudes related to the
8
B+
58
Ni reation
at 25.8 MeV. We use the standard CDCC alulations as
a referene to ompare with.
The standpoint of the THO method is the ground state
wave funtion of the two-body system, here denoted as
φb,ℓ0(r). The subsript ℓ0 represents the inter-luster
relative angular momentum. To simplify the notation,
we do not onsider the intrinsi spins of the fragments.
By use of a loal sale transformation (LST) [16, 17℄,
this wave funtion is onverted into a harmoni osilla-
tor (HO) wave funtion. Thus, the funtion s(r) dening
the LST is given by
φb,ℓ0(r) =
√
ds
dr
φHO0,ℓ0(s(r)). (1)
where φHO0,ℓ0(s) is the radial part of the HO wave funtion
for the orbital angular momentum ℓ0. One the s(r) fun-
tion has been obtained, the THO basis is generated by
applying the same LST alulated for the ground state to
the rest of HO wave funtions. Due to the simple analyt-
ial struture of the harmoni osillator wave funtions,
this is equivalent to multiply the ground state funtion
by the appropriate Laguerre polynomials L
ℓ+1/2
n (s) [12℄
φTHOn,ℓ (r) = [s(r)]
ℓ−ℓ0 Lℓ+1/2n (s(r)
2)φb,ℓ0(r). (2)
Notie that, by onstrution, the family of funtions
φTHOn,ℓ (r) are orthogonal and onstitute a omplete set.
Moreover, they deay exponentially at large distanes,
thus ensuring the orret asymptoti behaviour for the
bound wave funtions. However, in general, these fun-
tions are not eigenstates of the internal Hamiltonian.
Then, the following step is to diagonalize the Hamil-
tonian using a trunated THO basis. As a result of
the diagonalization a new set of funtions, denoted
{φNj,ℓ(r); j = 0, . . . , N}, with eigenvalues ǫ0, . . . , ǫN are
obtained. Here, N+1 is the number of funtions retained
in the THO basis, j = 0 standing for the ground state.
Thus φN0,ℓ0(r) = φ
THO
0,ℓ0
(r) = φb,ℓ0(r) and so ǫ0 = ǫb, while
the rest of eigenstates onstitute our representation of the
bound and unbound energy spetrum. Those eigenstates
at negative energy will represent of bound states of the
system. In partiular, for ℓ < ℓ0, the diagonalization gen-
erates negative energy states, whih orrespond to ou-
pied states. These states are Pauli forbidden states, that
should be exluded from the alulations.
In [12℄, the transformation given by Eq. (2) was de-
ned only for ontinuum states with the same angular
momentum ℓ as the ground state. In the present work,
we generalize this proedure by applying the same trans-
formation to obtain THO states for ℓ 6= ℓ0. In partiular,
we will apply the method to desribe the ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1
ontinuum states of the
7
Be+p system.
To simplify the alulations, we neglet the
7
Be and
valene proton spins. Therefore, the
8
B ground state is
given by a ℓ = 1, J = 1 onguration. Using Eq. (2)
we generate the THO basis for the ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1
states. Then, we retain a nite number of states and
diagonalize the
8
B Hamiltonian in this trunated spae.
The resulting eigenvalues and their assoiated wave fun-
tions onstitute a disrete and nite representation of the
ontinuum for the
7
Be+p system.
The bound and ontinuum states are used to generate
the diagonal and non-diagonal oupling potentials that
enter the system of oupled equations. In both the stan-
dard CDCC and CDCC-THO methods, these oupling
potentials are dened as
Uα,α′(R) = 〈φn,ℓ|U[p−Ni] + U[7Be−Ni]|φn′,ℓ′〉, (3)
with α = {n, ℓ}, α′ = {n′, ℓ′}. The internal wave fun-
tions φn,ℓ(r) are represented by either ontinuum bins or
the THO basis, depending on the disretization method.
The proton-
7
Be nulear interation was represented by
a simple Woods-Saxon form with the potential param-
eters of Esbensen and Bertsh [21℄. This interation is
used to generate the ground state wave funtion for the
8
B system as well as for the diagonalization of the
8
B
Hamiltonian in the THO basis. The proton-
58
Ni intera-
tion was taken from the parametrization of Behetti and
Greenless [22℄. For the
7
Be-
58
Ni system, we used the in-
teration of Moroz et al. [23℄ following the hoie of other
authors [19, 20℄. All possible ouplings (s− s, s− p and
p − p) were inluded in the alulations for multipolar-
ities λ=0,1 and 2. In the standard CDCC alulation,
the ontinuum spetrum was disretized into energy bins
of equal momentum width and up to a maximum exi-
tation energy of ǫmax = 10 MeV. In partiular, we used
N = 16 bins for ℓ = 1 and N = 32 for ℓ = 0. The
bin wave funtions were alulated up to 100 fm. For a
meaningful omparison, we take the same potential pa-
rameters as in the CDCC-THO alulation. The oupled
equations were solved for projetile-target orbital angu-
lar momenta up to Lmax = 500 and integrated up to a
radius Rmax = 500 fm.
In Fig. 1 we represent the eigenvalues obtained upon
diagonalization of the
8
B Hamiltonian in a THO basis
with N = 20 states. The vertial axis orresponds to the
linear momentum ki =
√
2µǫi/h¯, where µ is the proton-
7
Be redued mass. It should be notied that these eigen-
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FIG. 1: Eigenvalues obtained upon diagonalization of the
internal Hamiltonian in a THO basis with N = 20 states for s
and p-waves. The vertial axis orresponds to the proton-7Be
linear momentum. The p-state at negative energy orresponds
to the ground state.
values tend to onentrate lose to zero energy. As the
exitation energy inreases, the energy distribution be-
omes more sparse. It is interesting to note that a deeply
bound state (ǫ ≈ −15MeV) appears for ℓ = 0 (not shown
in Fig. 1). This state orresponds to the 1s level of the
8
B nuleus. Sine this state is oupied it is removed
from our model spae. We note also that some eigen-
values may lie at very high energies. In priniple, one
ould inlude these states in the system of the oupled
equations. In pratie, however, states at very high en-
ergies are very weakly oupled to the ground state and,
hene, do not inuene the dynamis of the reation. Be-
sides, the inlusion of these states makes the alulation
omputationally more intensive and may even lead to
onvergene problems. For these reasons, in our alula-
tions those states above a ertain exitation energy are
ompletely removed from the oupled equations. This
maximum energy will depend, indeed, on the partiular
reation. In this ase, we found that states above 10
MeV have no eet whatsoever on the reation observ-
ables we are studying and, therefore, only those states
with exitation energies below this value are retained in
our alulations. Notie that states above 10 MeV have
been also omitted from Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2 we plot the modulus of some omponents of
the breakup S−matrix for a total angular momentum
J = 150 whih, assuming a lassial trajetory, orre-
sponds to a sattering angle of 10
◦
. As noted in [20℄ at
these angles breakup is mostly due to the Coulomb inter-
ation. In the standard CDCC, the breakup S−matrix
is obtained by dividing the disrete S−matrix to the
ontinuum bins by the square root of the bin width,
∆ki. In the CDCC-THO method, one ould apply a
similar proedure by assigning a width to eah pseu-
dostate. In [12℄ we used this approah to alulate the
dierential breakup ross setion from the ross setion
to individual pseudostates. In partiular, we assumed
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FIG. 2: Breakup S-matrix elements for the total angular
momentum J = 150 as a funtion of the asymptoti 7Be+p
relative momentum.
that the width of the ith pseudostate is approximately
given by ∆i = (ǫi+1 − ǫi−1)/2. In this work, we adopt
a more sophistiated approah, previously proposed in
[24℄ in the ontext of the Gaussian expansion pseudostate
method. In this method, the breakup S−matrix elements
Sα′:α(k), whih depend on the ontinuous variable k, as
well as on the initial and nal angular momenta, are ob-
tained by an appropriate superposition of the disrete
S−matrix elements Sˆα′:α(ki) resulting from the solution
of the oupled-hannels equations, as [24℄
Sα′:α(k) ≈
N∑
j=1
〈φ(s)k,ℓ|φj,ℓ〉Sˆα′:α(ki) (4)
where φ
(s)
k,ℓ(r) is the true sattering wave funtion for
the partial wave ℓ and energy ǫ = h¯2k2/2µ. The sum
runs over the set pseudostates inluded in the oupled-
hannels alulation. The indexes α and α′ denote the
initial and nal hannels, that is, α = {gs;L0, ℓ0, J}
and α′ = {i;L, ℓ, J}, where L0 (L) is the initial (nal)
projetile-target orbital angular momentum.
The histogram represented in Fig. 2 orresponds to
the standard CDCC alulations, and the lines to the
CDCC-THO results alulated with a THO basis with
Np=Ns=20 states. We veried that inreasing the
number of basis states does not hange the alulated
S−matries, thus indiating the onvergene of the THO
method with respet to the basis size. Furthermore, the
THO alulation with a Np=Ns=10 states gives already
a result very lose to result presented in Fig. 2. The fast
onvergene of the THO in this ase an be attributed
to the fat that the Coulomb interation tends to pop-
ulate mainly states in the ontinuum at low exitation
energies, where the density of THO states is higher.
In Fig. 3 we represent the elasti (upper panel) and
breakup (lower panel) angular distributions. The stan-
dard CDCC alulation is represented in both panels by
a thik solid line. The thik dashed lines represent the
CDCC-THO alulation with N = 40 states whih, as
40.2
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FIG. 3: Elasti (upper) and breakup (bottom) angular distri-
bution for the
8
B+
58
Ni reation at 25.8 MeV in a model spae
inluding s− and p−wave states for the 7Be+p ontinuum.
In both plots, the thik solid line represents the onverged
CDCC alulation while the thik dashed line orresponds to
the CDCC-THO alulation. The same potential parameters
and partial waves are used for both alulations. The dotted
line in the upper panel is the pure luster-folding alulation
without ontinuum. The thin lines in the bottom panel are
the alulations inluding only nulear breakup.
an be seen, is almost idential to the standard CDCC
alulation. The dotted line in the upper panel orre-
sponds to the elasti alulation omitting the oupling to
the ontinuum. Sine both the CDCC and CDCC-THO
use the same ground state wave funtion and intera-
tions, this alulation is idential in both methods. The
thin lines in the bottom panel are the alulated breakup
angular distributions inluding only nulear breakup.
Next, we study the breakup dierential energy ross
setion, dσ/dE. In the standard CDCC method, a natu-
ral way to approximate this quantity is to divide the ross
setion for eah nal state by the bin width [2, 19℄. In
the THO method, we ould proeed in a similar way, by
dening a width for eah pseudostate. Alternatively, one
an alulate the breakup ross setion from the ontinu-
ous breakup S−matries evaluated by means of Eq. (4).
Both methods are ompared below.
In Fig. 4, we depit the dierential energy ross setion
to ℓ = 1 ontinuum states obtained within the CDCC-
THO method with several basis sizes, as indiated by
the labels. The lines were obtained using the ontinu-
ous S-matries given by Eq. (4) for dierent basis di-
mensions. The irles represent the alulation with
Ns = Np = 60 states in whih dσ/dE is approximated by
dividing the ross setion of the ith pseudostate by the
width ∆i = (ǫi+1−ǫi−1)/2. We see that both proedures
to obtain dσ/dE give similar results. From this gure we
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ε
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8B+58Ni → 7Be+p+58Ni @ 25.8 MeV
FIG. 4: Breakup ross setion to p states as a funtion of the
8
B internal exitation energy and integrated from zero to 180
degrees. The lines orrespond to the CDCC-THO alulations
with dierent basis dimensions, evaluated from ontinuous S-
matries aording to Eq. (4). The solid irles represent the
THO alulation with Ns = Np = 60 states, in whih the
ross setion to eah pseudostate is divided by the estimated
energy width (see text).
an also infer that the alulation onverges as the num-
ber of basis states is inreased. We notie that, at low
exitation energies, the method onverges even with a
small basis. From this result we an onlude that the
method is very suitable to desribe Coulomb breakup re-
ations. Convergene of the breakup ross setion for ex-
itation energies above 1 MeV requires a relatively large
THO basis. This slower onvergene rate is due to the
fat that the density of THO states diminishes as the ex-
itation energy inreases, and more states are required to
desribe the exitation into this region. As the number of
basis states inreases, the solution of the oupled equa-
tions beomes slower. However, we note that the atual
number of states inluded in the oupled equations is re-
dued with respet to the initial basis dimension. As ex-
plained above, after the diagonalization only those states
with exitation energy below 10 MeV are inluded in the
oupled-hannels alulation. In addition, the number of
basis states is further redued by removing those states
with exitation energy below ∼ 0.1 MeV. One these two
restritions are applied, the number of ontinuum states
atually inluded in the oupled-hannels alulations for
the ase N = 60 is Ncoup = 27 for both the s and p
waves. We studied also the onvergene of the method
for the breakup to s-states. We found that, in this ase,
onvergene is ahieved with a smaller number of states,
ompared to the p-wave breakup.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we ompare the CDCC (squares) and
CDCC-THO (solid lines) breakup energy distributions.
The latter orresponds to a basis with Ns = Np = 60
states for whih, as we have shown above, good on-
vergene of the THO method is ahieved. We present
separately the ontribution of the ℓ = 0 (upper panel)
and ℓ = 1 (bottom panel) ontinuum states. We see that
both energy distributions are in good agreement with the
50
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FIG. 5: Breakup ross setion as a funtion of the
8
B in-
ternal exitation energy for the
8
B+
58
Ni reation at 25.8
MeV integrated from zero to 180 degrees. The squares orre-
spond to the standard CDCC alulations, whereas the solid
lines represent the CDCC-THO alulation with a basis with
Ns = Np = 60 states. The separated ontribution of s (upper
panel) and p (lower panel) waves is displayed.
CDCC alulation.
In onlusion, in this work we have presented an exten-
sion of the THO method, formerly applied to desribe the
ℓ = 0 deuteron ontinuum, to generate a disrete repre-
sentation of the ontinuum of a two-body system for any
partial wave. As in the original formulation, the only a
priori prerequisite for the appliation of the method is
the knowledge of the ground state wave funtion of the
system, either analytially or numerially. A loal sale
transformation, s(r), is then dened suh that it onverts
the ground state wave funtion of the system into the
harmoni osillator ground state. Then, the THO basis
is obtained by multiplying the ground state wave fun-
tion by a set of Laguerre polynomials expressed in the
variable s(r). This THO basis onstitutes a disrete and
nite representation of the ontinuum part of the spe-
trum with the same inter-luster angular momentum as
the ground state. For other partial waves, the method is
generalized in a straightforward way by simply applying
the same saling transformation. The method has been
applied to the reation
8
B+
58
Ni at suboulomb energies,
showing a fast onvergene with the respet to the num-
ber of basis states. Our results agree very well with those
obtained with the standard CDCC method. In a reent
work, we have suessfully extended the method to de-
sribe the ontinuum of a three-body system [25℄ and the
appliation of the method to desribe the ollision of a
three-body loosely bound system by a target is underway.
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